Two different intraocular lens implants are suggested for age macula degeneration (AMD) eye disease that causes the loss of central vision. An intraocular Lens implant that includes two mirrors with a continuity change in their curvature radius and an intraocular hyperboloid surface lens implant closed by two lenses also with a continuity change in their curvature radiuses and includes an additional lens between the two. Thus, both eyes can see an increased image of a near central object projected on the retina, removed from the degenerated macula and also see the peripheral objects images decreasing continuity according to the continuity change in the curvature radiuses of the mirrors and lenses.
Introduction
AMD eye disease causes loss of central vision. To prevent this loss, an intraocular telescope lens implant was suggested (Lipshitz Isaac & Gross Yosy, 2002) . Articles about medium-term results in AMD patients by using such implants, were written (Primo, 2010; Hudson et al., 2006; Alio et al., 2004) . An article about a double intraocular implant for visual rehabilitation of patients with macular diseases that is similar to the intraocular telescope lens implant were written (Orzalest et al., 2007) .
This implant increases the central object's image but hides the peripheral vision that might interrupt the central object's image. In order to improve it, we suggested an intraocular lens implant with two mirrors (Ruchvarger & Lipshitz, 2005) . This implant increases the central object's image, removes it from the degenerated macula and does not hide the peripheral vision. Articles about medium-term results results in AMD patients by using a similar implant were written (Amar Agarwal, 2012) and (Agarwal et al., 2008 ).
An article that compares between medical results of the intraocular implant was also written (Singer, Amir, & Herro, 2012) . This implant, increases the central image and suddenly decreases the peripheral vision that causes a strange vision. Therefore, the objective of this paper is to suggest two new intraocular lens implants. An intraocular lens implant includes two mirrors with a continuity change in their curvature radiuses and an intraocular hyperboloid surface lens implant closed by two lenses with a continuity change in their curvature radiuses and includes an additional lens between the two. By the two suggested intraocular implants, both eyes can see an increased image of a central object, removed from the degenerated macula and also see peripheral objects images decreasing continuity. The derivation of the Equations in this paper including Appendix A, are originally, based on lenses and mirrors optical geometry and on mathematical principles (Edwards & Penney, 1998) .
The Suggested Intraocular Lens Implant with Parabolic Mirrors Surfaces
In order to increase the central object's image, removed from the macula and decreasing continuity the peripheral vision, the mirrors curvature radius has to be increased continuity from the center to its contours which fits parabolic surfaces. (1 ( ( )) ) (1 4 )
Thus, the curvature radius is a function of the object's distance from the central eye axis. Equations (1) and (2) are developed according to Equation (22) 
Intraocular Hyperboloid Surface Lens Implant Contains Ellipsoidal Surface Lenses
In order to increase the central object's image, we need two lenses and an additional lens for overturning the image on the retina. The three lenses are placed in an hyperboloid surface. The intraocular hyperboloid surface lens implant is closed by two lenses and includes an additional lens between the two, as shown in Figure 2 . Vol. 4, No. 3; 2012 According to Figure 2 , the central object's image with the top point A should be increased without hiding the image of the peripheral side or far object with the top point B. Therefore, each lens that closes the hyperboloid surface, should be planed with a continues changed focus distance and therefore, a continues changed curvature radius along its height and wide.
2 r f  is the connection between the focus distance and the lens's radius.
The light rays Equations of the horizontal and vertical cross-sections are obtained according to Figure 3 , where w is the object's wide, h is the object's height, l is the object's distance from the Lens and f is the focus distance. The relevant Equations are obtained as follows Thus, object's image size is a direct function of the lens's focus. Therefore the focus point for the central and near top point object's image should be further from the lens than that for the side and farther one.
Thus, lenses with a changed curvature radius along their height and wide cross sections, should be ellipsoidal surfaces as shown in Figure 4 . For example, the curvature radiuses of the horizontal and vertical lens's middle cross sections of the following ellipsoidal surface, are developed as follows 2  2   2  2   2  2  2   2   2  3  3  2  2  2  2  2 2   3  2  2   2 2   3  3  3   2  2  2  4  2  2  2  2  2   4 1 , 1 ,
(1 ( ( )) ) (1 ( 1) ) ( Equations (6) and (7) represent the curvature radius of the first ellipsoidal lens.
According to these Equations, the curvature radius is a direct function of the lens's depth x and decreases with the wide and height of the lens, as shown in Figure 4 .
The wide and height of the object's images on the eyes retina are obtained according to Equations (5)- (7). The first lens creates image 1(w) and image 1(h), the second lens creates image 2(w) and image 2(h) and the last lens creates image 3(w) and image 3(h). The derivation of image 3(w) and image 3(h), on the eyes retina, is given as follows is the distance between the first lens and the second one 
Equation (11) represents the changed focus distance of the ellipsoidal third and last lens according to Equations (6) and (7) Vol. 4, No. 3; 2012 
